Receive a $50 credit toward your treatment

Refer a Friend to UMKC School of Dentistry

How it works:

• Tell your friends and family about our school and quality care

• Have them call 816-235-2100 for a screening appointment

• When your friend/family members come in for their screening appointments, our faculty will ask if they were referred by a current patient (that’s you.)

  If the person you refer is accepted for treatment in the student clinic, you will receive a $50 referral credit good for treatment only (no cash)*

• Make sure your friend/family member gives your name to the screen faculty. Referral credit is only given on the day of the screening appointment.

• The screening doctor will notify Patients Accounts where $50.00 credit will be added on your account, used to pay for treatment

*Patients must be accepted for our student clinic. You may refer multiple patients for additional $50.00 credits to your account, up to 4 people. This offer expires May 1, 2020.